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Fragmentation of 2,5-diketopiperazine cyclic dipeptide ions
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The mechanism of radiation damage to 2,5-diketopiperazine (DKP, C4H6N2O2) molecules in the gas phase upon

interaction with He2+ ions with an energy Ep = 4 keV/u has been investigated. The relative cross sections of

various elementary processes occurring in single collisions of DKP with ions have been measured for the first time.

The channels of fragmentation processes of singly charged ions have been studied experimentally. The DFT method

was used to calculate the geometry of molecules and singly charged DKP ions, as well as the energies of the main

experimentally observed channels of fragmentation of these ions.
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Introduction

Peptides — are biological molecules formed by chains

od amino acid residues with peptide bond formed by

connection of end amine group of one amino acid with

end carboxyl group of the other one. Impact of ionizing ra-

diation on peptides , in addition to polypeptide chain break,

may change amino acid composition due to separation of

side chain fragments of amino acid residue chains in peptide

ionozation [1]. Such structural damages may cause loss of

functional activity of peptide.

Radiation resistance of peptides may be studied by

mass-spectrometer analysis of molecular ion fragmentation

formed in single-time molecular collision process in gas

environment with ionising particle. Such approach allows

to avoid radiation and chemical process flowing during the

study of interaction between ionising radiation and solutions

or solid body [2].
Dipeptide molecules composed of two amino acid

residues are simple peptides. Cyclic dipeptides which often

occur in nature are formed due to formation of one more

peptide bond in linear dipeptide. All them are derivatives of

2,5-diketopiperasine (DKP) or cyclo(G1y-Gly).

Dipeptide molecule ionization are rarely studied. For

some of them, mass-spectra fragments formed by electron

impact ionization are studied [3]. In [4], mass spectra

formed by electron impact ionization of 22 dipeptides, sev-

eral deuterated dipeptides and two cyclic DKP dipeptides

and cyclo(Ala-Ala) were studied.

Photoelectron spectroscopy method was used to carry

out experimental research of electron structure of dipeptides

in gas phase such as Gly-Gly [5] and DKP, cyclo(Leu-
Pro), and cyclo(Phe-Pro) [6], and also more complex

cyclic dipetides containing six-membered DKP ring [7].
Experimentally obtained spectra of valent and core levels

are interpreted herein using ab initio calculations. Studies

of structural characteristics of cyclic dipeptide molecules

were studied in [8,9]. In [8], energy characteristics of

cyclization reactions of linear dipeptides were calculated

and cyclization reaction activation energies were defined.

They also detected that most of cyclization reactions are

exothermic reactions. In [10], structural characteristics of

isolated molecule cyclo(Gly-Leu) were calculated.

It should be noted that the study of isolated peptide

molecules is hindered by possible molecule decomposition

by heating [11,12]. [4] showed that mass spectra formed

by electron impact ionization for linear dipeptides often

represent summarized dipeptide and cyclopeptide spectra

formed in the initial dipeptide sublimation process.

The purpose of this research was to study radiation dam-

age of isolated DKP molecules by measurement of relative

cross-sections of various elementary processes which occur

when charge state of collision partners changes:

He2+ + DKP → He(2−s)+ + {DKP}n+ + (n − s)e−

→ He(2−s)+ + 6nFr
+
n + 6iFr

0
i + (n − s)e−,

where {DKP}n+ — intermediate state of molecular ion

formed during He2+ ion trapping of s -electrons (s = 1, 2),
(n−s) — number of free electrons occurring during trap-

ping, Fr+n — fragment ions are generally single-charged,

Fr0i — neutral fragments. Charge states of interacting parti-

cles are described by three numbers {2(2−s)n}. Relative

cross-sections of corresponding processes are designated

as σ
2(2−s)
n .

To study fragmentation of single-charged molecular ions

DKP+, quantum chemical calculations were carried out.

Fragmentation channels of single-charged molecular ions

were chosen for the analysis according to the experimental

mass spectra of fragment ions Fr+n formed during trapping

of one electron {211} by ions He2+ .
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1. Experimental procedure

The research was carried out using experimental pro-

cedure earlier used to study interaction between ions and

amino acids and nucleic acid bases [13,14]. The interaction

region of monokinetic well collimated ion beam 3He2+ with

energy 4 keV/u (velocity Vp = 0.41 a.u.) with effusion jet

of target molecules was in 150V/cm homogenous electric

field which puled out the formed target ions into ion optical

system of linear time-of-flight mass spectrometer. After opti-

cal system of the mass-spectrometer, ions were additionally

accelerated by 14 kV voltage to enable their recording with

high and almost the same efficiency irrespective of mass, in

computation mode.

Charge condition of charges after the interaction was

defined by electrostatic analyzer. The arrival time of He+

ions or He atoms, formed after trapping of one ore two

electrons, to the detector served as a start signal of the

recording system. time-of-flight mass spectrometer detector

signals were recorded in
”
multistop“ mode. Ion optical

system of the mass-spectrometer ensured full collection of

ion fragments with initial energies up to 9 eV.

effusion molecule jet isolated by a mechanical valve for

background measurement was achieved by furnace heating

of crystalline DKP. Capillary forming the molecular jet and

container with the test substance were made from PTFE

which allowed to avoid the impact of catalytic action of the

furnace material on the test substance sublimation. Absolute

furnace temperature was measured with accuracy ±0.12%,

and its temperature drift during spectra measurement

did not exceed 0.4◦C. During the test, sample heating

temperatures were selected to ensure single-time collision

mode in the interaction region of the effusion jet with input

particles.

Relative cross-sections of charge state changes of collision

partners were determined according to mass spectra analysis

without background component. Mass spectra obtained

after background subtraction were rated for the amount

of substance that has flown through the interaction region

and incident ion beam current integral. For measurements

processing, mass spectra were formed for the processes with

simultaneous forming of one, two, three or four charged

molecular fragments. Thus, single-electron trapping {211}
(with formation of one charged fragment), electron trap-

ping with ionization {212} (two charged fragments were

formed) and electron trapping with double ionization {213}
(with formation of three charged fragments) processes were
separated. Also process caused by trapping of two electron

were separated. Two-electron trapping {202} (two charged

fragments were formed), trapping of two electron with

ionization {203} (three charged fragments were formed)
and trapping of two electrons with double ionization {204}
(four charged fragments were formed). Typical mass spectra

of molecular fragments formed in interaction of ions 3He2+

with isolated DKP molecules, in single-electron {211} and

two-electron {202} trapping processes, obtained after the

described processing procedure are shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Mass spectra of fragments formed during single-

electron {211} and two-electron {202} trapping processes in

collision of ions He2+ with DKP molecules. Furnace temperature

was 238◦C.

Mass spectra of ions formed during {211} in interaction

of ion He2+ with molecular jet formed during DKP heating

contain a main intensity peak with mass m = 114 u. Anal-

ysis of obtained mass spectra allows to conclude that the

molecular jet composition was not changed in temperature

range T = 170−276◦C.

2. Quantum chemical calculations

To calculate optimized geometry of molecules and single-

charged ions and their full energy, DFT method was

used with Dmol3 module from Materials Studio software

package. For calculations, B3LYP functionality and DNP

all-electron atom basis (version 3.5) with unlimited spin

polarization were selected [15,16]. The selected procedure

provided repeatability by energy lower than 10−5 Hartree

and geometrical — 5 · 10−4 nm.

At the first stage, molecule and ion geometry optimization

was performed by molecular mechanics method using

COMPASS II, power field to minimize interatom interac-

tion. At the second stage, DFT calculation of electronic

structure with full geometry optimization was carried out.

Calculated full molecule and ion energies were used for
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Table 1. Relative cross-sections of elementary pro-

cesses {2(2−s)n} Relative number of protons formed during

{2(2−s)n} from the total number of recorded protons

Process σ , rel.u. Ns,n(H
+)/6s,nNs,n(H

+), %

6n{21n} 50.0± 4.5 10.7± 0.7

{211} 45.3± 4.5 5.6± 0.6

{212} 4.3± 0.5 2.8± 0.3

{213} 0.4± 0.1 2.4± 0.3

6n{20n} 50.0± 4.4 89.3± 5.7

{202} 41.9± 4.3 38.3± 4

{203} 7.5± 0.7 41.4± 4

{204} 0.6± 0.2 9.7± 1

further analysis. Full energy data allow to calculate reaction

energies for ion fermentation channels:

1Ere = 6Eproduct − 6Ereactant,

1Ere — reaction energy , 6Eproduct — sum of full energies

of reaction products, 6Ereactant — sum of full energies

of reacting particles, 1Ere < 0 — exothermic reaction,

1Ere > 0 — endothermic reaction.

3. Experimental results and discussion

3.1. Relative cross-sections of
processes {2(2−s)n}

Relative cross-sections of change in charge state of

collision partners are listed in Table 1. According to

the listed data, during interaction between He2+ ion and

DKP molecules the main singe-electron trapping process

by cross-section {211} efficiently flowing at high impact

parameters ∼ 3−10 au [17]. However, the sum of cross-

sections of muptielectron processes exceeds the process

cross-section {211}.
It should be noted that formation of free protons as a

result of interaction between DKP molecules and ion is

caused mainly by multielectron processes, i. e. takes place

during fragmentation of formed molecular ions {DKP}n+

n ≥ 2 (Table 1). Generally multielectron processes are

efficiently carried out at lower impact parameters than

that of the single-electron trapping process [18]. This fact

shall be considered when addressing interaction of energy

ions keV with condensed media where no collisions with

high impact parameters occur.

3.2. Relative fragmentation cross-sections of
single-charge ions DKP+

Table 2 shows the main ion fragments formed during

single-electron trapping in interaction between He2+ ions

and DKP molecules. Fragments shown in the table

constitute 93% of the observed spectrum. Single-charged

molecular ions DKP+ formed during process {211} frag-

ment with high probability, and mass spectrum of ion

fragments formed during single-electron trapping has much

in common with mass spectrum of fragments formed by

electron impact [4]. Some difference in intensity of the ion

fragments formed in these processes is explained by the

fact that excitation of molecular ion DKP+ depends on the

structure of therms of the quasi molecular system formed

in collision with ions {HeDKP}2+ (e.g., [14]).
Identification of ion fragments was based on the assump-

tion that formation of compounds with mass m requires

minimum number of broken bond and minimum regrouping

Table 2. Relative intensity of ion fragments formed in the

single-electron trapping process {211} in collision of He2+ ions

with DKP molecules and in ionization of DKP molecules by

electrons [3]

m, u Ion fragment σ , rel.u. σ , rel.u. [3]

1 H+ 16.1

2 H+
2 0.4

27 HCN+, C2H
+
3 13.2 6.6

28 HCNH+, CO+ 49.2 55.1

29 NH2CH
+ 43.0 32.7

30 NH2CH
+
2 , CH2O

+ 100.0 100.0

42 C2H2O
+ 28.6 31.6

43 CHNO+ 42.9 27.7

44 CH2NO
+ 7.4 3.0

56 C2H2NO
+ 3.7 5.7

57 C2H3NO
+ 2.0

58 C2H4NO
+ 4.4 4.5

59 C2H5NO
+ 3.4

71 C3H5NO
+, C2H3N2O

+ 37.9 42.0

72 C2H4N2O
+ 20.0

73 C2H5N2O
+ 8.8

82 C3NO
+
2 , C4H4NO

+ 2.1

83 C3HNO
+
2 , C4H5NO

+ 1.9

86 C3H6N2O
+, C3H4NO

+
2 8.1 6.6

87 C3H5NO
+
2 4.0

112 (M−H2)
+ 3.8

113 (M−H)+ 3.8

114 C4H6N2O
+
2 132.9 100.9

115 13CC3H6N2O
+
2 8.1 5.7

No t e. Data is rated to peak intensity with mass 30 u.
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Figure 2. Structural formula of molecule (M) and ion (I) DKP

with optimized geometry.

Table 3. Bond lengths in molecule (M) and ion (I) DKP with

optimized geometry

Bond R, Å (M) R, Å (I) 1R, Å (I−M)

C2−C1 1.51138 1.51244 0.00106

O1−C2 1.23652 1.22968 −0.00684

N1−C2 1.36534 1.35509 −0.01025

N1−C3 1.45209 1.44605 −0.00604

C4−C3 1.51217 1.5127 0.00053

N2−C4 1.36547 1.35558 −0.00989

N2−C1 1.45125 1.44604 −0.00521

O2−C4 1.23666 1.22962 −0.00704

C1−H1 1.09292 1.10038 0.00746

C1−H2 1.10442 1.09371 −0.01071

C3−H4 1.09289 1.10031 0.00742

C3−H5 1.10411 1.09368 −0.01043

N1−H3 1.01588 1.01864 0.00276

N2−H6 1.01582 1.01863 0.00281

of atoms between the formed ion and neutral fragments. It

should be noted that hydrogen atom migration processes

are probable during fragmentation. In particular, this

indicates that H2+ ion has formed during fragmentation

of single-charged ions DKP+ (Table 2). Analysis of

possible fragmentation channels was performed n the basis

of structural schemes of a molecule and molecular ion

shown in Figure 2 and bond length parameters calculated

for conformations with optimized geometry. As shown

in Table 3, molecule ionization in the this case does not

lead to noticeable increases in bond lengths which, as our

calculations show, are typical of linear peptides for bonds

breakage of which occurs with the highest probability [19].

Native molecular ion DKP+ with mass m = 114 u is

the main in the mass spectrum in terms of size. Peal

with mass m = 115 u is caused by isotope component and

has intensity 8.1 rel.u., which corresponds to the calculated

data 7.5 rel.u. (5.7 rel.u. with relative intensity DKP+

100 rel.u.) [20].

Among the fragmentation processes, a process leading to

formation of a fragment with mass m = 30 u, which can be

identified as NH2CH
+
2 or CH2O

+, is the main process in

terms cross-section. Fragment NH2CH
+
2 is formed by sep-

aration of bonds C2−N1 (C4−N2) and C3−C4 (C2−C1)
and hydrogen atom migration from neutral fragment to the

formed ion (Figure 3). For reaction energy calculation,

alternative processes were addressed namely abstraction of

atom H6 (H3) (reaction 1a) and hydrogen atom bonded

with carbon atom C1 (C3) (reaction 1b). When both

reactions are addressed, radical with mass 84 was taken

with optimized geometry shown in the figure. The listed

data show that reaction 1a is more favourable in terms of

energy. Calculations performed for a set of other isomers of

radical with m = 84 u give a little higher reaction energies.

Fragment NH2CH
+
2 is formed by separation of bonds

C4−N2 (C2−N1) and C4−C3 (C1−C2) and migration of

two hydrogen atoms from neutral fragment to the formed

ion (Figure 3 reaction 2). In terms of energy, formation of

CH2O
+ ion is less favourable than formation of NH2CH

+
2

ion.

Formation of ion fragment NHCH+
2 (m = 29 u, Fig-

ure 4) is caused only by separation of two bonds C2−N1

(C4−N2) and C3−C4 (C2−C1), however, as calculation

shows, it is less favorable in terms of energy than the

processes with hydrogen atom migration. One of the

possible channels of the fragmentation process leading to

formation of CO+ ion with mass m = 28 u is also caused

only by separation of bonds (Figure 5). According to the

given data. this process has maximum energy among all

described processes

Conclusion

The research included the analysis of molecular beam

composition formed by formation of crystalline DKP. It

was shown that molecular jet contains DKP molecules

and does not change the composition in the temperature

range T = 170−276◦C. The measurements of relative cross-

sections of change of charge state of collision partners

has shown that the cross-section of two-electron trapping

of cyclic DKP molecule is almost equal to the cross-

section of single-electron trapping, and formation of free

proton occurs in multielectron processes with formation

of intermediate molecular ions DKPn+ n ≥ 2. The study

of fragmentation of molecular ions DKP+ formed during

single-electron trapping has shown their high resistance

to fragmentation. Quantum chemical calculation of DKP

geometry have shown that ionization process does not

cause significant change in bond lengths. Reaction energy

Technical Physics, 2022, Vol. 67, No. 7
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Figure 3. Fragmentation reactions causing fragment formation with m = 30 u.
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Figure 4. Fragmentation reaction causing fragment formation with m = 29 u.
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Figure 5. Fragmentation reaction causing fragment formation with m = 28 u.
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calculations has shown that the most favourable in terms of

energy are reactions followed by hydrogen atom migration.
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